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Abstract
Non-invasive procedure of breast augmentation is frequently demanded worldwide. Although several
types of breast fillers are commercially available, none of them proved to be completely safe, with some
reported long-term complications. The aim of this article is to report features of breast deformities in two
patients, induced by two types of breast fillers; Polyacrylamide hydrogel (PAAG) and fat grafting. Despite
PAAG has been prohibited in many countries, it is still being in use with undesirable complications. Both
cases presented with painful breast masses and deformities. Although complications appeared long time
after fat grafting, it developed more faster with PAAG injection. Sonomamographic examination followed
by pathologic confirmation of the injected material were done. We consider that identification of breast
augmentation complications is still a challenge to both pathologists and radiologists. However, proper
history taken from the patient as well as the awareness of the microscopic features of different breast filler
materials help in minimizing unnecessary further investigations and interventions.
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Background

Breast augmentation is a frequently requested procedure in
the plastic surgery in order to achieve the appropriate breast
volume or to correct breast asymmetry that follows surgeries
or occurs developmentally. Different procedures of breast
enhancement were developed; invasive technique through
implants insertion or flap surgeries, and non-invasive one using different breast fillers. The use of the latter became widely
popular nowadays. Among different types of breast fillers; the
use of Polyacrylamide hydrogel and fat grafting were commonly used [1,2].
Polyacrylamide hydrogel (PAAG) is a permanent filler composed of a hydrophilic gel of polyacrylamide that is extremely
well tolerated and shows long duration of action [10]. However,
the most common long-term complication of its use is the
appearance of indurations, masses, deformity, pain,chronic
infection, gel migration, cysts formations and adhesions [3].

Such complications can also affect radiologic visualization
of the breast during screening and obscuring any developed
mass, hence it delays cancer diagnosis. So far, five cases have
developed breast cancer with history of PAAG injection [3].
However, there is no evidence that PAAG is a direct cause of
breast malignancy.One of its most serious complication is
pulmonary embolism which was reported as a consequence
of gel migration [4]. PAAG products were prohibited in 2006
due to the growing numbers of the reported complications
[5]. However few thousands of women were subjected to
PAAG injection until 2019 as it was being sold illegally. For that
reason, the distributer was then forced to cease the trade [6].
Fat grafting is another alternative, more safe and minimally
invasive breast augmentation procedure. One of the largest
systemic reviews indicated minimal complication following fat
grafting including infection, cysts formation, fat necrosis and
calcifications which develops several years after injection due
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to persistence of inflammation. There is no reported risk of
cancer development [2]. Autologous fat grafting appears to
be a safe procedure in breast augmentation, and it is widely
used after mastectomies.
Herein we reported two different cases of breast enhancement using different breast fillers. There have been few
published pathological reports worldwide describing the
microscopic changes after breast enhancement, and none
from Egypt. Being an unfamiliar subject to both pathologists
and radiologists, it can mimic other breast diseases with
unnecessary further investigations and overtreatment. We
aimed in our report to highlight the clinical, radiologic and
pathologic features of both circumstances.

Case presentation

This is a retrospective study of 2 cases who visited our hospital
(Baheya Center) complaining of bilateral painful masses with
history of two different types of breast fillers. One patient
had PAAG injection into both breasts 3 years ago, while the
other one had fat grafting 10 years ago. Both patients were
subjected to bilateral Sono-mammography & pathologic
sampling of the detected lesions.
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Figure 1. Radiologic findings: Post intramammary PAAG
injection sonomammography.
Bilateral digital mammogram (a & b): Bilateral nearly
symmetrical multiple isodense well circumscribed lesions
showing internal fat densities content within, suggestive of
cystic masses. This was confirmed by
Complementary Ultrasound (c & d): Bilateral tubular
branching collections are seen of mixed echogenicity, the
largest at the right breast is seen directed towards 8 o’clock
measuring about 5.5 x1 cm, and the largest at the left breast is
seen directed towards 6 o’clock measuring about 5.5 x1.5 cm,
(BIRADS 3).

CASE 1: Breast enhancement using Polyacrylamide
hydrogel injections (PAAG)

A 43-year-old woman with a family history of breast cancer
(her grandmother) presented to our hospital on March 2021
complaining of bilateral breast deformity with painful masses
of 2 years duration. She reported bilateral breast filler with
PAAG hydrogel of 3 years duration. Clinical examination
revealed bilateral breast tender masses. Mammography and
ultrasonographic studies showed bilateral nearly symmetrical
multiple isodense well circumscribed tubular-like structures
showing internal densities content within. The largest mass
appeared at the right breast directed towards 8 o’clock measuring about 5.5 x1 cm (BIRADS 3) (Figure 1), while the largest
swelling at Lt. side is 5.5x1.5 cm.
Attempt at Lt. breast aspiration revealed thick and dried
material. Then tissue biopsy was decided for proper diagnosis.
Microscopic examination of the biopsy taken from the Rt. side
showed breast tissue fragments with dilated cystic-like spaces.
Cysts showed flattened lining & filled with amorphous basophilic material with microvesicular appearance (Figures 2a and
2b). There were few foci of foreign-body giant cells reaction,
set within a fibrotic stroma around cystic spaces (Figures 2c
and 2d). Microscopic findings confirmed no atypical or neoplastic cells. The apparent breast pathology was proved to
be related to PAAG breast filler injection.

CASE 2: Breast enhancement using Fat injection

A 42 -year-old woman visited our hospital on June 2021 for
bilateral breast masses and hard sensation of 5 months duration
with breast contracture. The patient had history of bilateral
breast fat grafting 10 years ago. Upon palpation, multiple

Figure 2: Hematoxylin and Eosin pathological image of
PAAG injection for breast augmentation.
a & b breast tissue fragments with dilated cystic-like spaces
containing amorphous basophilic material with microvesicular
appearance (PAAG material). a. HE. x40, b. HE. x100. c & d
Macrophages and multinucleated foreign body-type giant cells
(arrows) are seen surrounding and directly related to the gel
pools, c. HE. x100. d. HE. x200.

masses were identified in both breasts, accompanied by
tenderness.
Bilateral sonomammography was performed & showedheterogeneously dense mammary parenchyma with multiple
bilateral circumscribed nearly symmetric hyperdense lesions
corresponding by ultrasound to multiple scattered large
complicated cystic lesions. Cysts occupied most of the breast
parenchyma with small echogenic nodules, being the largest
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in the right side measured 8x4 cm, and that in the left side
measured 7.7x5.6 cm (BIRADS2) (Figure 3).
Right breast fine-needle aspiration was done. Cytologic
examination revealed hypocellular smears with thick background secreted material. There were multiple scattered
psammomatous calcifications with no atypical nor malignant
cells (Figure 4). Trial of complete evacuation of the largest
Cysts failed due to very thick content with obvious features
of fat necrosis.
Both patients were then referred to the plastic surgery for
further management.

Figure 3. Radiologic findings: Post intramammary Fat
injection sonomammography.
Bilateral Mammogram (a & b) revealed: Heterogenously
dense mammary parenchyma with multiple bilateral
circumscribed nearly symmetric hyperdense lesions
corresponding by ultrasound (c & d) to multiple scattered
large complicated cystic lesions with calcifications occupying
most of the breast parenchyma showing predominantly
hypoechgenicity with small echogenic nodules, the largest in
the right side measured 8x4 cm, and in the left side measured
7.7x5.6 cm (BIRADS 2).

Figure 4: Cytologic features of the aspirated breast lesion
with a history of fat injection for breast augmentation.
a & b: Multiple scattered psammomatous calcifications are
seen in fine-needle aspiration of one of the complicated breast
cysts. Papanicolaou stain, a. ×400 & b. x600.

Discussion

Breast augmentation using injectable fillers is one of the
most popular physical enhancement surgeries, however with
some reported complications. Different available commercial
materials have been studied to overcome complications of
the old injectable fillers, however with the appearance of
some complications [7]. Polyacrylamide gel (PAAG) was one
of the most commonly used fillers until it has been banned
in China [5].
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Our first case, had PAAG injection and the main reason for
seeking medical advice was the development of breast
masses and pain. It is known that PAAG injection should be
done deeply into the subcutaneous fat, the muscle or into
the supraperiosteal plane [8]. PAAG can be easily translocated
into the subcautaneous tissue. The reported long-term complications, including deformities, lump appearance and skin
irregularities, were mostly related to its leakage, superficial
gel placement, uneven distribution or gel migration [3].
Treatment is usually through surgical intervention. However,
it is usually difficult to do complete gel evacuation due to its
extensive diffusion [9].
Reason for such cosmetic deformities is related to host
reaction to the injected gel and formation of granulomatous
foreign body reaction. Multinucleated giant cells appeared
to surround the extracellular basophilic amorphous material
(the gel material) [8].
Most of patients are not aware with the nature of the injected filler, others deny the history of breast augmentation.
Histopathologic examination is the ideal way for confirmation
of the exact type of breast filler. On microscopic examination,
our case showed features similar to what described previously
[8,10,11]. PAAG injection is characterized by formation of pale-to
dark blue gel-containing pools of various sizes and shapes. It
stained positive with Alcian blue stain and is not birefringent
under the polarizing microscopy. Macrophages and variable
amount of multinucleated foreign body giant cells are seen
closely surrounding the gel pool [8]. A pseudocapsule can be
formed and surrounds the filler [11].
Hyaluronic acid gel has a similar microscopic picture,
however there is no multivacuolated appearance of the basophilic material, with less dense inflammatory granulomas
than those appeared secondary to PAAG [8]. Other injectable filler shows different pictures. For example, injectable
collagen which shows paucicellular eosinophilic material
with rare granulomatous reaction. Poly-L-Lactic acid (PLLA)
is characterized histologically by an eosinophilic fusiform or
spiky material that polarizes readily [12].
Mucin-rich breast lesions, with a basophilic background
similar to PAAG gel,also come in the differential diagnosis.
This includes mucinous carcinoma, cystic hypersecretory
breast lesions, and mucocele-like lesions. Detailed described
pathologic features of these disease can help in the differential
diagnosis [13,14].
Radiologic examination has an important role for diagnosis
and treatment of breast complication after augmentation,
especially when radiologist is aware with this procedure.
While ultrasound is usually used for localization of the gel
nodules and aspiration of the inflamed collection, MRI is the
most sensitive technique for assessing the volume and extent
of injectable PAAG [15].
Fat grafting is a minimally invasive and a safe procedure for
breast augmentation with few reported complications and no
risk for breast cancer development [15]. The most common
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complication arising from fat grafting is fat necrosis, which
causes calcifications and oil cysts. Dead adipocytes become
oil droplets, when it is in a large amount it is difficult to be
absorbed. Oil cysts are formed 6-12 months after grafting [16].
Macrophages are then surround oil droplet with the formation
of fibrous capsule that stops oil absorption. Calcifications of
the wall progress over years due to persistence of the inflammation [17]. Symptoms appeared in relation to this process
include lump formation, tenderness and contracture. Other
reported serious complication from fat grafting is arterial
embolization and stroke [18].
Two forms of calcifications appeared with fat grafting. Small
fat necrosis leads to formation of sand-like calcifications over
years, while large amount of fat necrosis forms oil cyst with
fibrous capsule that is classified after long time forming an
egg-shell like calcifications [16].
In our case, the complications appeared after 10 years of
bilateral breast injection in the form of breast masses with
hard breast sensation and bilateral breast contracture. The
radiologic appearance of multiple cystic lesions together with
the appearance of calcifications on cytologic examination
denoted fat necrosis with formation of oil cystsand calcifications. Once oil cyst is formed, a progressive course of endless
inflammation and calcification occur [17].
Most of radiologic changes following fat grafting are in the
form of oil cysts, calcifications and fat necrosis, which are easily
distinguishable from malignant changes [2]. Reason for such
complication is mainly due to the injection technique and
amount of fat grafting. Surgeon should be cautious during
fat grafting to avoid unexcepted breast damage. Treatment
will be usually through surgical intervention or alternatively
cutting the oil cyst with squeezing its content leading to its
phagocytosis [16].
In conclusion, our report showed that despite PAAG has
been prohibited in many countries, it is still being in use with
undesirable complications. We strongly recommend the need
for increase public awareness about complications of breast
augmentation with emphasis on the prohibited materials.
Although fat grafting is still considered the safest enhancement technique with less complications, we and others still
reporting the appearance of long-term complications. Hence,
there is a need for more safe breast augmentation techniques
and materials. Histopathologic examination remains to be the
gold standard way in identifying type of breast filler. Most of
pathologists and radiologists are unfamiliar with filler materials
and complications, thus we hope that our report illuminated
this issue with the possible differential diagnosis.
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